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Figure 1: (a) Locations of nineteenth-century Luddite activities in England, (b) The imaginary Luddite leader Ned Ludd (image 
courtesy British Museum [19]), (c) Artistic illustration of the Luddites breaking machines (image courtesy Look and Learn [90]) 

ABSTRACT 
Emancipation is fundamentally a work of unmaking, as it entails 
undermining, dissolving, and undoing oppressive structures. This 
paper ofers an account of a frequently misunderstood unmaking 
movement, Luddism. The Luddites were a loosely organized collec-
tive of nineteenth century English textile makers who destroyed 
machines that were replacing their skilled labor and leading to 
deteriorating working conditions. In this account, we show that the 
goals and tactics of Luddism have signifcant alignments with cur-
rent HCI work in the areas of unmaking and social justice. Through 
articulation of six characteristics of unmaking in Luddism - prac-
tical and symbolic, community-engaged, emancipatory, selective, 
antagonistic, and enduring - we identify potential limits and oppor-
tunities in HCI research and design practice, as currently construed. 
In doing so, we build upon and extend prior HCI research to suggest 
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unmaking as emancipation, a new category of unmaking around 
issues of social justice. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Designing with and for social justice refers to how "designers attend 
to the ways in which people experience oppression and marginaliza-
tion, including how burdens, obligations, power, benefts, and priv-
ileges have been unevenly distributed within society" [37]. Many 
of the claims for social justice in HCI are constructive or making-
based in origin. For example, they often construct qualitative and/or 
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quantitative research apparatus to understand the source and con-
tours of the issue [85, 122] or use participatory design (PD) or 
value sensitive design (VSD) to prescribe a technological interven-
tion [15, 17, 26, 86, 123]. They make prototypes with participants 
as means for engaging with socio-technical issues [58, 114, 150], 
craft professional designs to democratize sites and modes of ac-
tion [10, 29, 35], and create venues, classes, and policies to bring 
awareness to social, cultural, and political issues [153]. 

But another line of work, echoing other traditions in social justice 
thought and history, is more emancipatory in orientation, motivated 
by transformations that "uncover the real structures in the material 
world in order to help people change conditions and build a better 
world for themselves” [96, 104]. In this tradition, building a better 
world entails understanding what constitutes emancipation in the 
frst place, the conditions under which it is possible, and how to 
practically work toward such conditions [3]. This in turn requires 
material, political and epistemic tools that, as some theorists argue, 
undermine [10], unlearn [3], dissolve [138], and undo [1] unjust 
structures and epistemologies in place so that new structures and 
knowledge arise from the “ashes” of the old [7]. This tradition 
as such is grounded in the release, freedom from, or refusal of 
oppressive and unequal social orders - and as emphasized here, 
involves unmaking (of tools, systems, and infrastructures) as its 
central modality. 

Given the increasing attention in HCI to questions of emancipa-
tion and social justice [38], the natural afnity between unmaking 
and emancipatory change, and the growing discourse on unmaking 
in HCI [110, 124, 135, 136, 154, 154], situating unmaking within 
HCI’s agenda for emancipation and social justice is a timely en-
deavour. In a recent CHI paper, Sabie et al. [123] use a participa-
tory design case study with youth to propose critical unmaking 
as a rhetorical design move that does the work of contestation 
through acts such as undoing, disassembling, or destroying. The 
authors argue that while unmaking may not entail the "making" or 
"invention" often expected in HCI, such moves supported candid 
articulation and difcult discussions around social injustices and 
diverging future visions in the youth community through ways 
that making-centric approaches did not. They attribute this per-
formativity to the way unmaking highlighted the loss that might 
be needed for change and the irreconcilable nature of priorities 
in human societies. They caution however that while unmaking 
can "open up participation to outside groups that may be more lim-
ited, trapped or foreclosed by more conventional understandings 
of design" [123], its under-explored and potentially fractious and 
antagonistic aspects require more careful investigations. 

In this paper, we respond to this need by investigating a case 
study where unmaking formed the central tactic for seeking emanci-
pation. Our case study, Luddism, refers to early nineteenth century 
English textile makers who organized toward the breaking of ma-
chines as a means of contesting deteriorating wages and working 
conditions. While far from being the only historical movement 
that involved the destruction of technology, Luddism has cast the 
“longest shadow” [99], and, as we will argue, remains relevant for 
thinking about how unmaking may be used to evaluate, critique, and 
fundamentally change sociotechnical and economic life. Though 
Luddism has often been misunderstood as a purely militant activity 
against technology and progress [144], it is currently receiving a 

resurgence of interest in critical technology discourse, including 
calls for reviving the Luddites’ particular vision of emancipatory 
unmaking [18, 99, 106, 144]. We chose Luddism as a case study for 
its resonance with HCI and richness with lessons on unmaking. The 
Luddites possessed a critical awareness of (negative) technology 
impacts akin to what we see in our feld, while their actions, exe-
cuted with selective and immense craftsmanship, recall the careful 
and critical traditions of HCI. At the same time, Luddism ofers 
lessons on mobilizing action across multiple registers including 
rhetoric and community engagement - two dimensions we do not 
sufciently see in HCI works on unmaking yet. It further inspires 
us to consider what sustained and organized forms of unmaking 
might mean for our feld. 

In our reading and analysis of the historical and interpretive 
accounts of Luddism, we fnd that the Luddite practices were prac-
tical and symbolic, community-engaged, emancipatory, selective, 
antagonistic, and enduring. While Luddism built power, created 
myths, and amassed community support in order to accomplish 
its goals, its repertoire of organized, explicit, and forceful unmak-
ing played a vital role in seeking the emancipation of skilled labor 
agency and dignity in the face of workplace mechanization. Such 
unmaking practices help us in turn see that much of the think-
ing around unmaking in HCI (including around emancipation and 
justice) is centered on making and other constructive sentiments, 
which requires a category of unmaking as emancipation to better 
support these aspirations in the feld. 

This paper makes three contributions. First, we provide a re-
fection of the applied activities, politics, and consequences of un-
making as a practice for emancipation through the analysis of the 
infuential yet often misinterpreted Luddism. Second, we show 
ways in which Luddism can help us extend our understanding of 
HCI eforts that seek emancipation. Third, we suggest a category 
of unmaking as emancipation for HCI, including the ways in which 
Luddism can inform this category. The rest of the paper is orga-
nized as follows. We frst situate our work within the literature on 
historicist research in HCI and unmaking in HCI. We provide an 
extensive account of the latter given the argument made later on 
in the paper about expanding the unmaking categories. We then 
ofer a background on Luddism in Section 3, followed in Section 4 
by a targeted engagement with the technical, human, and political 
practices of the case study. In Section 5, we show how Luddism 
is closely tied to unmaking and build on it to sugget unmaking as 
emancipation for HCI. 

2 RELEVANT LITERATURE 

2.1 Historicist Research and HCI 
A historical case study refers to an "in-depth exploration from 
multiple-perspectives of the complexity and uniqueness of a par-
ticular project, policy, institution, program or system in a ‘real life’ 
context" [130] that happened in the past and can be temporally 
delineated. Though historical research stands to make a number 
of contributions to HCI, there has been a notable concentration 
of eforts around the relationship between history and contempo-
rary emphases on computation and social justice [133, 134]. Here, 
history is thought to be able to illustrate the contingencies inher-
ent to contemporary socio-technical confgurations, demonstrating 
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that things might always be otherwise [120, 133, 146]. Tracing the 
lineage of such confgurations may also help surface the values 
and politics embedded in the design of contemporary technolo-
gies, which may serve to sharpen critique or inspire alternatives 
[45, 128]. Other work in this vein seeks to recover lost or silenced 
perspectives, challenging dominant narratives about technologi-
cal developments and the many biases they contain [13, 131]. As 
with any complex research methods and approaches, the linkages 
between historical research and HCI are multiple and in fux. This 
paper thus adds another example to the growing body of work in 
HCI that turns to history as a source of inspiration and insight 
for the present. In particular, we contribute to a genre of study 
that looks at historical examples of technology development or de-
ployment for insights into contemporary phenomena. Such studies 
include lessons from Ames’ critical refection on the One Laptop 
per Child (OLPC) project for contemporary discussions of edtech 
[6] and a growing number of studies that focus on historical labor 
conditions in order to situate contemporary workplace technologies 
[46, 78]. 

Historians Hamilton, Howard, and Pick note that historical case 
studies "are not ready made; nor do they lend themselves to defni-
tive solution; they are unlikely to stare one in the eye from the start, 
and the cast list itself often mutates as we go along" [57]. For this 
purpose, we are guided by the historical case study structure given 
by Nash [103] to construct Luddism by focusing on the "technical 
core", "historical core", "human aspects", setting "in intellectual and 
social history", and "modern relevance of the facts and ideas". We 
started our investigation by reading recent interpretive accounts 
of Luddism that frame the movement as an "intellectual tradition" 
[82] within the concerns around evaluating and taking down harm-
ful technologies. Our reading spanned works published in critical 
media studies [18, 18, 99], literary studies [71, 144], and the digital 
humanities [106]. Since these readings focused primarily on what 
Luddism could ofer contemporary discourse on critiquing certain 
technologies, we sought more nuanced details of the material prac-
tices the Luddites engaged in, the socio-political context of their 
activities, and the associated tensions and consequences. We there-
fore broadened our investigation boundary, reading the general 
historical accounts on Luddism (i.e. secondary sources) considered 
to be the authority on the subject including by E. P. Thompson 
[143], Eric Hobsbawm [60], Malcolm Thomis [142], Adrian Randall 
[113], and Frederick Burwick [21]. We further consulted books on 
the Luddite writings and songs [41, 129], pseudonyms [31], and 
trial details [63, 112, 118] for direct evidence from the era. Lastly, 
we consulted references on worker rights, technological innovation, 
and the textile ecosystem in eighteenth and nineteenth century 
England [55, 56, 116] to fll in missing contextual details of the 
circumstances from which Luddism emerged. 

It remains to note that any reading of history is partial. Our goal 
therefore is not to re-produce a complete rendition of the historical 
movement. Rather, it is to uncover (as accurately as possible) the 
socio-material unmaking practices involved with Luddism and the 
complex and critical conditions that surrounded the Luddite acts 
of unmaking. Our interpretation generally aligns with the sympa-
thetic and inspired tone of contemporary literature on Luddism, 
which diverges from the earlier literature and reprimanding public 
statements described in Section 4.5. But the historical investigation, 

fndings, and discussion in this paper are guided by core HCI sensi-
tivities around materiality, participation, community engagement, 
and political awareness. 

2.2 Unmaking in HCI 
HCI and related design felds have witnessed an increasing atten-
tion to unmaking [123, 135, 136] and concepts such as un-crafting 
[102], un-fabricating [154], un-knowing [101], un-raveling [108], 
and un-designing [110]. Each of these concepts have nuanced char-
acteristics as articulated by their authors. For example, un-crafting 
proposes the take down of artifacts as a craft in its own right [102], 
un-designing conceptualizes a theoretical framework for negating 
technology [110], while un-fabricating designs for disassembling 
yarn and conductive thread [154]. Collectively, they refer to de-
constructive modes of thinking and design and have been applied 
to produce art [151], embroidery [108], games [42], erosive physi-
cal scanning [100], stunning photographs of internal technology 
components [95], and educational engineering lessons [54]. They 
further extend to decolonizing how research and knowledge are pro-
duced in HCI and scinece and technology studies (STS) [72, 85, 109]. 

When it comes to unmaking, the term we use in this paper, 
multiple perspectives have been developed. In the social sciences, 
unmaking is tied to the degrowth movement [44], which refers to 
processes designed to "deliberately ‘make space’ for alternatives 
that are incompatible with capitalist socioecological confgurations" 
[149]. In critical literary studies on technology, author Matt Tierney 
describes unmaking as the "labor of picking apart social machines 
in order to understand them, and an insistence on smashing those 
antisocial machines that sustain unequal distributions of power" 
[144]. In design, philosopher Tony Fry defnes unmaking as "the 
disassembly of an object or structure to recover material to reuse. 
It also means unmaking values, habits, beliefs, afliations, and 
knowledge that obstruct acting against the unsustainable and acting 
for sustainment" [50]. In HCI, Song and Paulos articulate unmaking 
as "the destruction, decay, and deformation — of physical artifacts" 
which works over pre-defned fabrication paths along actions such 
as cracking, splitting, shedding, dissolving, shrinking, and sagging" 
[136]. Generally speaking, unmaking remains an emerging term 
and evolving area of study in HCI, and does not have a specifc or 
encompassing defnition [124]. Our usage of the term in this paper 
draws on the constellation of defnitions cited above to identify 
unmaking as modes of thinking, articulation, and action that take on 
an issue primarily by taking away, taking apart, and/or taking down 
(including to the point of intelligibility) what currently exists. 

In lieu of a defnition, organizers of the 2022 Unmaking@CHI 
workshop suggest fve categories for describing the current scholar-
ship on unmaking in design and HCI [124]. The category "Unmak-
ing as Elimination for Good" [124] is concerned with the emotional, 
mental, and ecological harms that accompany (designed) objects 
and how to pragmatically eliminate them. This includes by in-
tentionally and explicitly un-designing or non-designing certain 
technologies [12, 110], possibly through persuasive design and pre-
fgurative criticism [145]. This category further spans the increas-
ingly salient right to disconnect [73, 76, 77, 111], the afordances of 
unmaking for emotional letting go [91, 126], and supporting partici-
patory engagement around design waste [89]. Other relevant works 
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in this category include dismantling capitalist and solution driven 
design paradigms that might cause harm through "anti-solutionist" 
designs [16, 32, 33], "doing nothing" [105], and "abolishing work" 
[20]. 

Unlike elimination for good which centers unmaking to achieve 
desirable goals, the second category - "Unmaking as a Sustainment 
Agent" [124] - highlights the invisiblized role of unmaking in all de-
sign and making practices. While any making, whether material, af-
fective, or epistemic "simultaneously destroys" other materials, emo-
tions, norms, or habitats, unmaking is generally “unquestioned, un-
examined, unchallenged” and "unseen" all together [48, 49, 127, 155]. 
By recognizing the ignored role of unmaking in sustaining the 
world, works in this category invite designers and researchers 
to take the broken, constrained, imperfect, or ephemeral as the 
starting point for their work [40, 65, 68, 70, 92, 98, 117, 147, 156]. 
"Unmaking as an Inevitable Occurrence" is a third category. It re-
lates to sustainment but difers subtly, and encompasses a major 
body of work focused on unmaking as the inescapable destiny of 
materials, interactions, technologies, and social networks [24, 67– 
69, 79, 88, 119, 147]. Analytical scholarship in this category attends 
to the intricacies of when phones break and batteries diminish in 
performance [64], machines give out in the workspace [107], or 
large technological projects collapse [84], highlighting the need for 
"digital death care practices" [79] and the "convivial" handling of 
technological infrastructures nearing their death [27]. 

The fourth category, "Unmaking as Material Innovation", refers 
to the increasing explorations that push the boundaries of design, 
materiality and interactions in HCI through dissolving, unravelling, 
and collapsing assemblies [124]. This includes the work of Song and 
Paulos on designing decomposable interfaces [135] and fabricating 
objects with pre-defned unmaking paths [136]. Wu and Deven-
dorf explore similar practices for unfabricating smart textiles [154]. 
Mueller et al. develop a "destructive" 3D physical scanner [100] 
while Murer et al. propose uncrafting to explore constituent parts 
and materials, derive inspiration, inquire into design logic, and 
draw form-function relations [102]. The last category, "Unmaking 
as Resistance" [124], leverages unmaking to support confrontations, 
contestations, and emancipation through flm making, photography, 
and performance. This includes creating sabotage thrillers around 
climate activism [52], smashing historical pottery to question the 
value of material objects [151], staging unmaking as a strategic site 
of intervention [121], and engendering a "mass-therapy" around 
war calamities through auto-destructive art [97]. Artful resistance 
through unmaking goes beyond physical instantiation to include 
the use of "aesthetics and novelty to draw the user or spectator in" 
[124] and destabilize practices such as information over-sharing 
[80], surveillance [35], and repressive social norms [36]. Perhaps 
most relevant to our work, Sabie et al. propose critical unmaking 
as a rhetorical design move for provocation and contestation [123]. 
Their formulation is inspired by a community-based civic design 
program during which youth participants advocated destroying an 
existing luxury condominium from their increasingly gentrifed 
neighborhood without replacement as their design proposal. Be-
cause the luxury condominium was home to other participants and 
a member of the research team, Sabie at al. report on how unmak-
ing generated confict in the program, raising difcult questions 

around ethical paradoxes when designing for social justice, and the 
potential violence that might accompany unmaking [123]. 

The fve unmaking categories can have "overlapping applica-
tions", such as art pieces and digitally fabricated objects that are 
a "hybrid" of unmaking as resistance and material innovation or 
unmaking as elimination for good and material innovation [124]. 
While some of these categories are underpinned by an imperative 
to remove certain harms or restrictions (e.g. the resistance and 
elimination for good categories), they are primarily framed within 
designer and making rather than justice agendas and do not engage 
sufciently with the complex organizational and political facets 
inevitable when seeking emancipation from oppressive forces. With 
the exception of a few works such as Sabie et al.’s [123] (which again 
is geared towards provocation and critical design), there is gener-
ally a lack of empirical case studies and discussions of unmaking 
as emancipation in HCI. Our paper therefore contributes to these 
growing conversations by explicitly signalling the emancipative 
potential of unmaking for social justice and the pragmatics associ-
ated with it through a rich historical case study that shares many 
of HCI’s commitments to social justice. Our focus on unmaking as 
emancipation addresses a further gap around the tensions inherent 
to (emancipatory) unmaking. The existing literature suggests pos-
sible tensions including the contextual, non-generlizable nature of 
unmaking [69, 89] and the confict it might induce [123]. Our paper 
tends to the other complications and serious ramifcations that can 
accompany unmaking when enacted beyond design contexts and 
maker labs, with actors who are antagonistic to the unmaking, and 
when the thing unmade does not belong to the unmakers. 

3 LUDDISM 
"They said Ned Ludd was an idiot boy 
That all he could do was wreck and destroy, and 
He turned to his workmates and said: Death to Machines 
They tread on our future and they stamp on our dreams" [41] 

Ned Ludd, the "boy" destroying and coaxing others to destroy ma-
chines, was the mythical leader of the nineteenth century move-
ment of English textile makers known as Luddism. The textile 
industry dominated English manufacturing in the eighteenth cen-
tury [21] and played a vital role in the country’s export economy 
[113]. It entailed complicated processes done manually on simple 
looms, and required apprenticeship, training, and time to master. 
With expanding domestic demand [55], textile makers in England 
enjoyed a set of manufacturing regulations that ensured compara-
tively decent work conditions and compensation including limiting 
the use of gig mills and looms, preventing the concentration of 
weave masters, protecting against material embezzlement, and ban-
ning certain imported textiles [31, 56, 139]. As historian Adrian 
Randall notes, "the development of specialist skills enabled the gen-
tlemen clothiers to build up work forces of thousands and capital 
assets of tens of thousands" [113]. The advent of industrial weaving 
machines however, introduced in the late 1700s, led to cutting down 
the work hours of textile workers, replacing their artisan labor all 
together, and as one critic has argued, "producing inferior cloth, 
thus harming their reputations and the reputation of their skilled 
trade as a whole" [71]. By the early nineteenth century, the rapid 
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mechanization of the textile industry had the efect of sidelining and 
ultimately eradicating the aforementioned "statutory protections", 
especially those that limit concentrated skills and labour-saving 
machines [21, 31]. 

Stockingers (textile workers who knit on a stocking frame), crop-
pers (who cut wool cloth with large shears after it is produced in 
the mill), and weavers (who weave fbers together to make fab-
ric) petitioned ofcials to make constitutional changes to regulate 
machine adoption, allow trade unions, and guarantee work for 
skilled craftsmen. The artisans’ political eforts failed however in 
the face of rapid industrialization and increased global trade, and 
the weavers slipped into poverty [31]. The simultaneous economic 
hardships caused by the Napoleonic war, increased famine lev-
els, and trade union illegalization further created a fertile soil of 
contempt and grievance. The artisans therefore rose to contest 
deteriorating wages and working conditions and preserve their 
jobs, creative freedom, and dignity [142]. This materialized when 
a collective of British weavers and textile workers from Notting-
hamshire, Yorkshire, and Lancashire (Figure 1a) started to smash, 
wreck, and burn down gig mills (machines for creating "raises" or 
"naps" in woollen cloth), shearing frames (machines with multiple 
shears for cutting fabric), and automatic looms (for weaving yarn 
and thread into fabric) [118]. 

The seed for Luddism was planted on March 11, 1811, when 
framework knitters demonstrated in Nottingham while a group 
at a nearby town broke sixty stocking frames in the presence of a 
cheering crowd [31]. Artisans in other counties followed suit, and 
the destruction of machines became a widespread practice of so-
cial resistance. The organized action ensuing in 1811 spread across 
England at an unprecedented scale by 1812, lasting in some parts of 
the country until 1817 [71]. The Luddite raids occurred overnight, 
sometimes by hundreds of masked Luddites at once, and as often 
as every night in some regions [99]. The groups met outside towns, 
orchestrating the raids as some guarded the mill and factory path-
ways, while others entered with hammers and axes to destroy the 
machines. The Luddite machine breaking was not deterred by the ur-
gently enacted 1812 Frame Breaking Act which legislated the death 
penalty for those found guilty of machine breaking. In response 
to the raids, scared mill owners slowed down machine adoption 
and increased wages – but only temporarily. As the number of 
factories employing the "wicked" machines declined, the Luddite 
strikes became predictable [31]. By 1813, the state was largely able 
to put an end to the insurgency by increasing armed presence and 
capturing, trying, and executing several Luddite leaders [99]. 

Machine smashing was accompanied by letters, proclamations, 
and poetry valorizing machine breaking and threatening with fur-
ther destruction. While the physical destruction largely died down 
around 1813, the literary rhetoric (such as the chant quoted at the 
beginning of this section) continued for much longer [41]. The 
potent and enduring rhetoric won the Luddites sympathy from 
large scathes of the community and helped cultivate collective soli-
darity and secrecy oaths that kept the Luddite identities concealed 
[99]. It alarmed the state that machine-breaking was not spur-of 
the-moment chaos, suggesting "the presence of a coordinated force 
whose ultimate strength could not be easily discerned" [31]. Lastly, 

the rhetoric constituted a "linguistic legacy" that cemented the Lud-
dite unmaking practices both in folk culture and scholarly discourse 
[41]. 

Luddism lives on today through contemporary thinking and 
scholarship around the history of technology [21], social history 
[143], literary studies [71, 144], and critical media studies [18, 18, 99]. 
The verdict on what Luddism achieved and what it meant to subse-
quent generations has pragmatically and intellectually oscillated 
over the past two centuries depending on the overall political cli-
mate and writer’s positionality. Historically, Luddism was misun-
derstood and disparaged as technophobic [112]. Some argue it was 
an admirable "collective bargaining by riot" given the illegality of 
other means such as unions [60]. Others contend that “the willful 
destruction of fxed capital” [144] is doomed to fail, and that the 
Luddite actions were "unsophisticated and ultimately inefective 
tactics to further a lost cause" [31]. Many ultimately concur that the 
most lasting legacy of the Luddites was ideological, by dismantling 
salient and uncritical beliefs around progress (that human and tech-
nology progress is one) and production (that the goal of production 
is only efciency) [144]. 

Recently, the Luddite movement has been cast as inspiration 
for "decelerationist politics", particularly around "slowing down 
change, undermining technological progress, limiting capital’s ra-
pacity, while developing organization and cultivating militancy" 
[99]. Rather more loosely, it has been re-constructed (and inac-
curately romanticized) as a "desire for a simple life" even when 
that was not the original movement’s goal [71]. The legacy of Lud-
dism is further celebrated today for giving us "a common name for 
machine breaking" against industrial capitalism and to "designate 
the emergence—albeit still in embryonic form—of a modern form 
of class struggle all internal to the capitalist mode of production" 
[31]. The legacy of critically rejecting or taking down forms of 
modern technology to support emancipatory change further lives 
on today as Neo-Luddism [82] and allies itself with movements 
such as environmentalism, anti-globalization, anti-capitalism, and 
deindustrialization. 

4 LUDDITE PRACTICES 
Following the broad overview of Luddism in the previous section, 
we present here a more targeted engagement with the technical, 
human, and political practices of our historical case study. This 
engagement is guided by the following questions: What did it mean 
to take on, and take down, technology in this way? What were the 
more generalized properties and characteristics of this work? And 
how might these inform growing HCI interests around social jus-
tice and the nature of unmaking? We begin to address the frst two 
questions by identifying six characteristics of the Luddite practices. 
Rather than a comprehensive list capturing the entirety of Luddism 
(as any reading of history is partial), these six characteristics refect 
our own interpretation and synthesis of a broad reading into the 
scholarly literature on Luddism and what we deemed relevant to 
HCI and informative for its commitments. While collecting the em-
pirical details in Section 3, we continuously scanned the historical 
and interpretive accounts for dynamics and mediums that were 
involved when seeking emancipation from unfavorable conditions 
brought by technological innovation. Our process was collective 
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and iterative, with each of the four authors identifying practices 
from the data that seemed crucial to Luddism. Some of the emerg-
ing practices included devising tactics in multiple mediums beyond 
physical smashing, building a mass movement, thinking critically 
about what technologies should stay and what should go away, 
leaving traces that outlived the immediate historical moment, and 
dealing with the fractious consequences. We then refected on the 
practices found, discussed our diferent perspectives on how they 
contributed to Luddism, and conceptualized preliminary practices 
that could be of interest to HCI. Over the span of four iterations, 
we converged on six practices which we then described as six char-
acteristics, opting for encompassing terms whenever possible - for 
example “practical” over “material” - to make them relevant for 
diferent contexts. 

4.1 Practical and Symbolic 
Machine smashing constitutes the most widely known aspect of 
Luddism, and the central core of the movement’s activities. But the 
practical and physical tactics were far from being the only practice 
the Luddites resorted to, as symbolic practices - in the form of 
myths and literary production - played impactful and enduring 
roles within the Luddites’ struggle. We describe below the applied 
and material forms of machine smashing before tending to the more 
symbolic aspects. 

Historians suggest that the Luddites broke machines in partial 
and practical ways - for example just enough to incapacitate the 
machines [60]. Thus, rioters could dismantle a frame secretly and 
within minutes. This was not surprising given that the Luddites 
were "specialized technes" whose work entailed "the use of huge, 
heavy hand shears, complicated looms, or large, table-sized crop-
ping or weaving machines", as Steven Jones, the author of Against 
Technology: From the Luddites to Neo-Luddism notes [71]. Aiding 
their take down of machines were "sledgehammers, axes, pikes, and, 
on occasion, guns" [71]. These acts were simultaneously practical 
and symbolic, physically efective but also performative, charis-
matic, even (at risk of anachronism) photogenic in nature. They 
were designed both to frighten inventors and factory operators and 
inspire a movement, which led to delaying or temporarily inter-
rupting machine adoption [113]. 

The destruction of machines was supported by a mythical com-
ponent. Nottinghamshire textile makers knighted a mythical leader 
for their move named Ned Ludd (Figure 1b) in 1811 and the textile 
makers in other regions soon followed suit [71]. According to Lud-
dite mythology, Ludd had wrecked a textile apparatus in 1779 (his 
motivation is debated [22]) and resided in Sherwood Forest like 
Robin Hood. The Luddites claimed Ludd as a leader and a legend 
surpassing Robin Hood as evident by their famous ballad: "Chant 
no more your old rhymes about bold Robin Hood \ His feats I but 
little admire \ I will sing the Achievements of General Ludd \ Now 
the Hero of Nottinghamshire" [71]. Ludd provided the Luddites a 
name and a subject to attribute the (illegal) smashing to. "Ned Ludd" 
even became a verb to describe machine breaking; if a stocking 
weaver "was out of patience with his Employer or his Employment, 
he would say, speaking of his Frame, ‘I have a good mind to Ned 
Ludd it:’ meaning, I have a good mind to break it” [71]. This was 
reinforced by the Luddites giving power to Ludd in “the way he 

was imagined, directing the actions of many men and authorizing 
threatening letters and manifestos from his hiding places” [71]. 

The Luddites further supplemented machine-breaking and myth-
ical practices with rhetorical devices such as letters, ballads, and 
manifestos themed around destruction, adversity, and death. Their 
"voluminous decentralized letter-writing campaigns", signed by 
"General Lud" threatened mill and factory owners [99]. The letters 
demanded the removal of specifed machines, bargaining that fac-
tory owners "had better be content with a moderate proft, ... than 
have mills destroyed" [41]. Other letters declared that compliant 
employers would be protected from sabotage whereas "all frames 
of whatsoever discription [sic] the workmen of which Are not paid 
in the current Coin of the realm will Invarioably [sic] be distroy’d 
[sic]" [41]. The letters also reminded that the Luddites were "fully 
Determined to Destroy Both Dressing Machines and Steam Looms 
Let Who Will be the Owners We Neither Regard those keeps them 
nor the Army for We Will Conquer Both or Die in the Confict" 
[41]. 

In addition to letters, the Luddites composed poems and ballads 
celebrating the heroic destruction acts of their leader. During raids 
(roughly 151 have been reported [112]), the Luddites would chant 
about Ludd’s bravery in destroying for triumph: 

"I will sing the Achievements of General Ludd 
Now the Hero of Nottinghamshire 
Brave Ludd was to measures of violence unused 
Till his suferings became so severe 
That at last to defend his own Interest he rous’d 
And for the great work did prepare 
. . . 
And when in the work of destruction employed 
himself to method confnes 
By fre and by water he gets them destroyed 
For the Elements aid his designs" [129] 

When they "invented Ned Ludd, wrote letters, composed ballads, 
and swung Great Enoch sledgehammers" [71], the Luddites were 
acting both practically and symbolically. 

4.2 Community-engaged 
The Luddites also put efort into establishing collective rapport with 
local communities. As a group of independent artisans breaking ma-
chines together, the Luddites could not "compose themselves in the 
way mass workers might" [99]. For the sake of their survival, they 
braced their activities with political tactics such as secret oaths and 
community-wide confdentiality bonds. The songs, poems, letters, 
and unifying Ludd persona helped cultivate rapport and solidarity. 
Further, historical documents reveal that those charged or hanged 
in the wake of the Luddite activities came from a wide range of 
occupations and not just textile making [112]. These tactics of 
community building therefore worked as authorities struggled to 
get other Luddites and community members to inform on their 
comrades. 

Taken with the practical and symbolic acts, Luddism created an 
impression of "a disciplined organization that had a frightening 
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efect” [71]. It produced itself collectively as a subculture "by per-
forming public acts that defned its own meanings within and in 
resistance to a mainstream or dominant culture" [71]. Each practice 
supported and fed into the others. For example, in absence of social 
media, the breaking of frames spread the Luddites’ legacy in news 
outlets as the Robin Hood-like myth of Ludd cemented their "subcul-
ture" among local communities. Their linguistic devices in return, 
which rendered them "formidable and indelible" [71], charged their 
morals, gathered a sympathetic crowd, and cultivated a course of 
action for destroying what remained non-compliant after threat 
[31, 71]. 

4.3 Emancipatory 
The Luddites activities of breaking machines and factories were 
portrayed by news outlets and some historical records of their time 
as "blind vandalism" and "a throwback to the disorganised activities 
of a pre-industrial age" [23, 113]. In more recent accounts, however, 
Luddism is presented more sympathetically, alongside evidence 
of the mounting poverty and hardship the textile makers faced 
in 19th-century England, with the simultaneous war, famine, and 
craft-repressing constitutional changes following innovations in 
weaving technologies [112, 148]. As an example of the technology 
impact on work reorganization, the gig mill could "do part of the 
work of a dozen shearmen, while the shearing frame made three 
of four shearmen redundant" [113]. Since shearmen alone formed 
around ffteen percent of the adult workforce in West England, 
work mechanization rendered the skills of a large group obsolete 
[113]. Further, the wide adoption of machinery did not only rob 
wages; it assumed control over production pace, labor divisions, and 
social practices at production points [82, 125]. With no unions to 
bargain for safeguards in the textile industry, the Luddites resorted 
to destruction as a direct and immediate way to emancipate them-
selves from repressive economic and political circumstances [71]. 
According to historian Adrian Randall, this practice was a means 
to "refute the whole ethic of laissez-faire industrial capitalism that 
it represented" [113] by dictating which technologies should be 
allowed in the factory (or developed in the frst place). Beyond a 
physical confrontation, it was "an ideological struggle" [113] to 
emancipate production from the shear dominance of efciency and 
commercialization [106]. The Luddite machine smashing and its 
accompanying practices ultimately aspired to emancipate "their 
trade — which, more than a job, was a culture, an economy, and 
a group of coworkers, a labor “gang,” their social identity in the 
community as well as a technique or set of practices" [71]. 

4.4 Selective 
Technophobia is a misunderstanding that persists today in com-
mon or naive uses of the terms Luddism and Luddites. In practice 
however, their unmaking was targeted and selective, or as Randall 
phrases it, "carefully controlled and directed and used as part of a 
wider organized response to detrimental change" [113]. The Luddite 
machine breaking was distinct from prior industrial conficts in 
which workers wrecked all machines, raw material, fnished goods, 
and even private employee properties as a way to express and en-
force their demands [60]. The Luddites only targeted new machines 

that cut down their wages and workforce or facilitated the employ-
ment of unskilled labor [31]. They left the rest intact. Philosopher 
Ursula Franklin labels these types of machines "prescriptive tech-
nologies" [47], noting that the separation of complex tasks into 
discrete steps that can be executed by separate individuals had 
the efect of making workers more susceptible to surveillance and 
shifted the overall power over production processes to managers. 
The Luddites’ selective and destructive interventions draw on the 
specifc standing and knowledge of expert workers in this domain 
(and that this standpoint was essential both to the motivations and 
the efcacy of the movement). Framework knitters therefore de-
stroyed the "new wide frameworks that produced cheap “cut-up” 
stockings, gloves, sandals, and socks" and left the traditional knit-
ting machines. Cotton weavers similarly targeted steam-powered 
looms that led to plummeting wages. And clothworkers targeted 
shearing frames and gig-mills since they cut down “the number 
of work hours necessary to raise and sheer a woolen cloth” [31]. 
Luddism is therefore not a hostility towards all forms of technol-
ogy or progress as so often misconstrued, but rather a selective 
reaction against a specifc category of workplace technologies and 
the impacts they had on the dignity, self-determination, and living 
standards of workers. 

4.5 Antagonistic 
The Luddites’ machine destruction ignited a public battle between 
"progress" and "tradition" as well as between "economy" and "soci-
ety" on a national stage [113]. The destruction and letters, while 
veiled behind secrecy accords and the legacy of Ludd, were con-
frontative, leaving no room to avoid the textile maker’s discontent 
with machines. The battle also led to antagonistic encounters and 
exchanges between the textile makers and multiple entities from 
the era including machine inventors, the press, factory owners, 
parliament members, and the army. 

With the rise of an "unfettered machine economy" in the early 
nineteenth century, textile makers in West England sought consti-
tutional rights that would protect them from technological progress 
through "lobbying, petitioning, and pamphleteering" [113]. They 
started their emancipation eforts as such with non-destructive 
methods. When these attempts failed, they took down machines, 
and it proved to be confrontational and antagonistic for multi-
ple reasons. First, the machines belonged to, were used by, and 
valorized by subjects who were not the unmakers. Second, the de-
struction inficted fear and capital loss on mill owners, machine 
inventors, and the state. Third, the rapidly spreading take downs 
left no chance to keep the issue out of public exposure or evade the 
challenging circumstances. Public statements were also antagonis-
tic, describing the artisans in response as "deluded men" committing 
"disturbances" with "anarchical spirit", and declared that they were 
carrying out "daring outrages ... occasioned by the wicked mis-
representations of ill-designing persons, who have deluded the 
ignorant and unwary" and were "destructive of the good order and 
happiness of society” [112]. The Luddites were further unsympa-
thetically viewed as driven by "the spirit of factious discontent, 
excited for the purposes of revolution by demagogue orators, and 
demagogue journalists" rather than poverty and necessity [112]. 
Others described such actions as fueled by "the mistaken Notions 
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of the infatuated Populace, who not being able to see farther than 
the frst Link of the Chain, consider all such Inventions as taking 
the Bread out of their Mouths; and therefore never fail to break out 
into Riots and Insurrections whenever such Things are proposed" 
[113]. Mythology and the inability to identify Luddite leaders and 
rioters further exacerbated the antagonism, thus compounding the 
adversary and legal consequences [112]. Since manufacturers and 
frame owners were scared to pursue prosecution [63], the state 
responded with ultimate hostility by introducing fve emergency 
acts that criminalized frame breaking, labeled the Luddite activities 
as peace disruption, and even set the death penalty as a possible 
consequence [112]. 

4.6 Enduring 
Luddism has proved to be "culturally and symbolically signifcant" 
even when numerous other moves across history have involved 
machine breaking [71]. The discourse on Luddism has spanned 
history [60, 71, 113, 142, 143], literary studies [41, 129], the digi-
tal humanities [106], and critical technology studies [99, 125, 144]. 
It has inspired a wealth of contemporary analytical scholarship 
around tactical machine take-downs [31, 60], its rhetoric [41], and 
the epistemic dismantling of "unrestricted technological develop-
ment as a synonym for human emancipation" [144]. The literature 
suggests two sources for this endurance. The frst lies in the mythol-
ogy of Ludd - i.e. the fantasy of machine wrecking hero who comes 
out at night like Robin Hood to help the oppressed - and the literary 
dimensions of the movement: songs and verses easy to chant, mem-
orize and spread. These two dimensions popularized Luddism as a 
generic term in history and among the public to describe labor resis-
tance of the "technological reorganization of work” [99, 113, 144]. 
The second has come from the romanticism Luddism acquired 
through numerous reinterpretations over time around "projecting 
an alternative, utopian possibility that, paradoxically, involves a 
nostalgic return to an older way of life, one reconciling humanity 
and nature in voluntary simplicity" - even when such a portrayal 
"has very little to do with the historical Luddites" [71]. Regard-
less of the mythology, the romanticism, or utopiansim projected 
onto and from Luddism, the mounting global crises and unprece-
dented growth in critical consciousness and social mobilization, 
particularly in the face of computing-related harms are likely what 
inspire contemporary scholars to call that "it’s time for a revival 
of Luddism—machine-smashing for the sake of survival" [53], sug-
gest epistemological Luddism around cyberculture [144], and locate 
“High-Tech” Luddism in common interventions such as browser pri-
vacy plug-ins [99]. The Luddism practices have ultimately proved 
to be enduring when it comes to changing worldviews around 
progress and work place mechanization. 

5 DISCUSSION 
In common parlance, Luddism has been sometimes (mis)associated 
with a kind of technological ignorance - a charge that did not ft 
the original movement participants, some of whom at least were 
among the most technically skilled and sophisticated workers, or 
"specialized technes" [71], of their age. The Luddite practices - phys-
ical and symbolic, emancipatory, community-engaged, selective, 
antagonistic, and enduring - reveal a material, social, and political 

complexity that is lost when Luddism is romanticized as a prece-
dent movement for "an older way of life" or against "consumerism" 
[71]. These practices span the components required for historical 
case study analysis as delineated by Nash [103]: "technical core", 
"historical core", "human aspects", setting "in intellectual and social 
history", and "modern relevance of the facts and ideas", thus ofering 
a sufciently nuanced picture of the movement and a rich empirical 
case of unmaking. Furthermore, this account ofers several lessons 
for unmaking, particularly in the area of HCI for social justice. In 
this section, we frst show how Luddism is closely tied to unmaking 
including the role it played in enabling and supporting the workers’ 
actions. Second, we argue that Luddism help us see that much of 
the thinking around unmaking in HCI (including around social 
justice) is centered on making and other constructive orientations. 
Lastly, building on lessons from the Luddite unmaking, we sug-
gest the need for a new category of research in HCI: unmaking as 
emancipation, and describe six associated implications. 

5.1 Luddism as Unmaking 
While Luddism built power, created myths, assembled organiza-
tions, and established practices in order to accomplish its goals, 
it is clearly a deliberate, explicit, and forceful form of unmaking as 
we defne it in this paper: taking on an issue by taking away, tak-
ing apart, and/or taking down what existed. The Merriam Webster 
dictionary states that to unmake is to "cause to disappear (DE-
STROY); to deprive of rank or ofce (DEPOSE); to deprive of es-
sential characteristics; to change the nature of". As evident by the 
scholarship reviewed in Section 2.2, unmaking is much broader than 
the dictionary defnition, as it can be found "in decay, breakdown, 
obsolescence, disaster, and ruin just as in smashing, dismantling, 
shattering, deleting, smashing, cancelling, discontinuing, burning 
down, letting-go, and many others" [124]. Luddism resorted to sev-
eral means to pursue its goals, including trying to change public 
policy, increasing political power by building coalitions amongst 
marginalized people, and publishing immense amount of rhetorical 
devices. At the same time, the history of Luddism and the inter-
pretive scholarship around it provide us with a corpus of terms 
that span tactics and nouns around destroying, ludding, remov-
ing, eradicating, breaking, dismantling, and wrecking. These terms 
operate across several registrars including the physical (the tak-
ing down of machines), textual (the letters and ballads on ludding 
non-compliant machines), mythical (the brave Ludd wrecking for 
justice), and ideological (the dismantling of simplistic progress nar-
ratives). Luddism, including all of the six characteristics identifed 
in Section 4, is therefore closely tied with unmaking. 

Luddism went far through its unmaking practices. For exam-
ple, many Luddites were operating individually or in small groups 
scattered around the country. Machine destruction, as contempo-
rary scholars note, resulted in a "class composition" in a struggle 
for livelihood [99]. It was doable and efective since breaking a 
small part of the machine could sufce [60]. Machine smashing 
performed as a connective act of solidarity among the Luddites, 
and the unmaking rhetoric constituted a vital part of "a network 
of pragmatic actions and semiotic expressions" that bolstered their 
struggle [31]. While not fruitful for its unmakers, it urgently forced 
statutory changes with the government outlawing "violence against 
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machines at the beginning of the eighteenth century" [34]. Lastly, 
it laid out the ground work for "future emancipatory struggles" 
[99, 143]. Luddism then sensitizes us to the role of unmaking prac-
tices - including both their afordances and tensions - when it comes 
to emancipation. 

Of course Luddism was not the only movement leveraging un-
making to seek emancipation from harmful conditions; countless 
others have resorted to destructive means to achieve the same 
purpose in various contexts. Examples include agricultural work-
ers wrecking farm machinery in 1830 to improve harsh working 
conditions [60], craftsmen taking down wallpaper factories in re-
sponse to lowering wages [4], and rioters destroying administrative 
monuments in the 1740s due to rising grain prices [43]. More con-
temporarily, citizens involved with the degrowth movement [30], 
the Arab Spring, and George Floyd protests have engaged in taking 
down civic structures to seek systemic transformational emanci-
pation. There is further the long history of organized sabotage in 
the workplace [99] to reduce efciency or fully break machines 
as "political acts at a micro level" [94] and combat organizational 
injustices [5]. In parallel, our feld is experiencing increased interest 
in unmaking as discussed in Section 2.2 and related phenomena 
such as technology non-use [8, 76], refusal [11, 51], and resistance 
[61, 152]. What is common among these examples and Luddism is 
that they foreground “when to stop” using, making, or living with 
that which causes perceived harm [51] including by taking away, 
taking apart, or taking down completely. Despite these commonali-
ties, several aspects of Luddism come together to create unique and 
valuable resonances with HCI. First, the Luddites were skilled at 
using technology and quickly grew aware of its impacts on textiles, 
wages, workers’ agency, and the existence of their communities. 
Their resistance and subsequent unmaking therefore came out of a 
critical awareness that mobilized action across multiple registers, 
proving the power of rhetoric and community engagement - two 
dimensions we do not sufciently see in our scholarship on un-
making yet. Second, the Luddites leveraged material disassembly 
during raids in ways that were selective, fast, and with immense 
craftsmanship - this recalls the careful and critical traditions of HCI 
[102, 109, 117] in an emancipatory unmaking context that difers 
drastically from "blowing up a pipeline" for example [93]. Lastly, 
unlike comparatively more emergent social movements, Luddism 
inspires us to consider what sustained and organized forms of un-
making might mean for our feld. 

5.2 Unmaking through Making 
Sabie et al. have argued that works of unmaking in HCI are, ironi-
cally, often positioned within broader imperatives of making and 
constructive development [123]. This includes the role of unmak-
ing in giving broken objects a new life through artful reassem-
bly [68, 117], framing repair as creativity [92], engendering novel 
socio-material interactions [42], developing unprecedented mate-
rial properties [135, 136, 154], and devising welcomed visions for 
reducing environmental and societal harms [89, 110]. As such, a typ-
ical approach in HCI to redress situations of injustice and support 
emancipation may involve building qualitative and/or quantitative 
research apparatus to understand the source and contours of the 

issue [85, 122]. The work could further entail practices such as par-
ticipatory design (PD) or value sensitive design (VSD) to establish 
an alternative technology [15, 17, 26, 86, 123]. These approaches to 
unmaking thus retain an overall orientation towards making. 

Using more examples, works in critical design [2, 10, 35, 58, 
114, 141] aim to unmake stagnant technology trajectories through 
critique, revealing power, and striving for freedom and emanci-
pation. They do so primarily through constructive design, which 
refers to "design research in which construction — be it product, 
system, space, or media—takes center place and becomes the key 
means in constructing knowledge” [81] (cited in [10]). Critical de-
sign therefore seeks social justice, which requires undermining [10], 
unlearning [3], dissolving [138], and undoing [1] unjust structures 
and epistemology, by crafting professional designs (for example to 
democratize the user position as the meaning maker [10, 29]), by 
making prototypes with participants (for example as a means for en-
gagement with socio-technical issues [114]), and by building social 
assemblies of dissensus through the afordances of ubiquitous com-
puting [35, 59]. Elsewhere, scholars have called for decolonizing 
HCI research and practice from the authority of Western technol-
ogy design and scholarship [25, 85]. Their suggestions focus on 
concerted “day-to-day” approaches such as creating venues for dis-
cussion, making courses, building relations within the community, 
and establishing design accountability measures [85] - again, an 
unmaking through steps of making approach. 

The Free and Open-Source Software movements (F/OSS) is an-
other case of unmaking through making for emancipation. F/OSS 
has been building an entire ecosystem of coding, collaboration, and 
licensure to allow software copying and sharing in face of legal 
limitations that started to be imposed on software in the late 1970s. 
In less than two decades, making this parallel ecosystem has had the 
impact of eradicating the beliefs (and restrictions) that high quality 
software can only come through proprietary means [28]. F/OSS 
is unmaking, having sought to emancipate software development 
from the sole control of companies and legislators, but through 
making. A further example comes from neo-Luddism, which refers 
to refraining from "using certain forms of technology for very per-
sonal, religious or philosophical reasons" [34]. Kirkpatrick Sale, 
a Luddism historian and a neo-Luddite, notes that "modern-day 
Luddites are not, or at least not yet, taking up the sledgehammer 
and the torch and gun to resist the new machinery, but rather tak-
ing up the book and the lecture and organizing people to raise 
these issues” [74]. More explicitly, Marcel O’Gorman, a digital hu-
manities scholar, invites neo-Luddites to take a making-oriented 
approach where in lieu of "picking up sledgehammers or avoiding 
digital tools altogether, they use soldering irons and other analog 
and digital technologies to build objects-to-think-with" [106]. Such 
objects, akin to critical designs, encourage discussion, refection, 
speculation, and the questioning of prevailing technocratic norms 
around innovation and efciency. Neo and contemporary Luddism, 
as O’Gorman suggests, works "alongside the burgeoning maker 
movement; however, it does so with a critical eye toward what, 
why, and how things are made" [106]. 

Taken together, we can say that unmaking in HCI and related 
felds is focused on making incremental and constructive steps to-
ward a broader unmaking agenda. These steps are envisioned to 
have popular support and desirable efects. This resembles some 
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of the inherent principles of participatory design (PD) and user-
centered design (UCD). In PD and UCD, designs are incrementally 
created (“prototyped”) and tested for unfavorable feedback or po-
tential ill efects before being deployed in the real world [62]. This 
model allows failure, but only gradually, in steps, and in a safe con-
trolled environment. And it can be efective. Participatory design, 
for example, has democratized design in multiple ways, particularly 
by unmaking boundaries that separated professional designers from 
users, or saw users as having no expert knowledge. But is unmaking 
through making sufcient for HCI that strives for emancipation and 
justice? We address this question in the next section. 

5.3 Unmaking as Emancipation 
Luddism, as a historical case study of emancipatory unmaking, 
and unmaking as emancipation more broadly holds multiple impli-
cations for HCI. This includes recognizing unmaking praxes that 
are not contingent on making or novelty imperatives, highlighting 
the antagonistic and paradoxical dimensions likely to accompany 
unmaking for emancipation, supporting participatory and orga-
nized unmaking, cultivating awareness about the limits of making-
oriented approaches, and setting down agendas around the ethics 
of unmaking as emancipation. 

The Luddite practices, through their practical (breaking ma-
chines and factories), symbolic (letters, poetry, mythology), and 
epistemic (around technological progress) dimensions, intersect 
with the unmaking categories discussed in Section 2.2 in multiple 
ways. From the textile makers and general community perspective, 
unmaking was "elimination for good", with machine breaking serv-
ing as a sustainment for workers’ agency and living conditions. 
Luddism further foregrounds the inevitable dissolution of all ma-
terial objects, forcibly reminding us about their ephemerality. The 
Luddites show aspects of material mastery and creativity through 
dismantling machines quickly and strategically. Ultimately, Lud-
dism was unmaking as resistance, aided with tactical prose and 
poetry. But Luddism entails aspects of unmaking that go beyond 
the existing categories, revealing important implications for when 
unmaking is leveraged for emancipation in a real-world context. 

First, the Luddites show us unmaking not framed within plans to 
make new things, generate novel outcomes, or create technological 
progress. In Luddism, we see unmaking as a means to revert to a past 
state of workplace arrangements and legislation, with the unmakers 
being content with mere destruction (of machines) to emancipate 
the present from undesirable circumstances and sustain what was 
before or underneath. This has not been discussed much in HCI -
the implication that unmaking at times (particularly when it comes 
to emancipation) needs to be done "on its own ground, on its own 
terms, unobscured by any design/making imperatives" [123]. This, 
as Luddism shows, does not mean less work or a lack of signifcant 
outcomes, but when making and novelty are the ultimate goal, the 
complexity of unmaking may be undermined. Through examining 
how the Luddites operated on material, rhetorical, and epistemic 
fronts, we are inspired by how much unmaking (as emancipation) 
alone requires work across multiple registers and in ways that are 
not straightforward nor self evident. This in return warrants greater 
attention in HCI research and design. 

Second, the existing unmaking literature in HCI largely studies 
or enacts unmaking on objects that are residual/discarded [68, 89, 
117], available in the lab [100], made specifcally for unmaking 
[136, 147], assumed to be amiable for unmaking [145], or are in 
the realm of theory [115]. Luddism however shows unmaking as it 
tinkers with objects and priorities set within a stable network of 
laws, actors, and structures and the antagonistic dynamics arising 
accordingly. In that rich and very real constellation, unmaking is 
not a welcomed relief, romantic act, or legal intervention; it is an 
undesirable but fnal resort when other means such as petitions and 
persuasions fail. We learn about other, often powerful, stakeholders 
who may not consent to unmaking. We further learn that there is 
a polarity when it comes to unmaking categories: what was for 
the Luddites "elimination for good", "sustainment", "repair", and 
"emancipation" was undesirable and detrimental for the factory 
owners and law makers who held diferent priorities. This calls 
upon our unmaking discourse to investigate and make explicit 
the antagonistic and paradoxical facets that accompany unmaking 
generally, and as emancipation particularly, in order to identify 
pathways for navigating them. 

Third, the Luddites launched and sustained their movement by 
participating in a range of political and community-engaged en-
deavors including the cultivation of “irrepressible” solidarity spirit 
among the textile workers, spreading critiques of technological 
optimism widely, and signing secrecy accords with the surrounding 
communities [99]. These activities enabled participatory unmak-
ing by amassing the Luddites in organized and situated ways and 
keeping their identities concealed while the unmaking itself served 
as a “sociological context for workers’ traditional forms of resis-
tance” [71]. Social anthropologist Gerlad Mars notes that having 
"sizable constituency with unifying grievance, an imbalance of for-
mal power, [and] the ability to communicate and organize" [94] has 
historically helped take down and sabotage activities fourish. In 
HCI, we already have a solid record of participatory traditions galva-
nized by these factors, and are starting to see justice, unmaking, and 
participatory orientation come together in workshops [124, 137]. 
The implication to take away from Luddism here is to extend this 
record in two ways. The frst is by identifying concrete, situated, 
and stable contexts - a milieu - where participatory unmaking can 
occur (akin to how place-based activism is making a comeback in 
HCI [132]). The second is to not undermine the performativity of 
shared symbolic tactics and their role in cultivating “cultural reso-
nance” [71] around unmaking as emancipation that could endure 
far beyond the endeavor, workshop, or movement at hand. 

Fourth, Dombrowski, Harmon, and Fox note the increasing num-
ber of contemporary eforts in the feld focused on emancipation 
and social justice [38]. HCI scholars have advocated for challenging 
practices that perpetuate capitalist values in the design of technolo-
gies [12, 87]. They have sought to democratize design and work 
practices beyond "expert" or "management" control [14, 66, 140]. 
Scholars in our feld have called for dismantling power inequalities 
stemming from the global authority of (Western) technology design 
and scholarship and establishing self-determination of knowledge 
and expertise [25, 85]. A case has further been made for instantiat-
ing “alternative forms of government, social relations, or technical 
capabilities” through deconstructive moves [115]. Works under the 
critical design umbrella in HCI are also relevant. Motivated by a 
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concern that "technology is always assumed to be good and capa-
ble of solving any problem" [39], this body of work [2, 10, 35, 58] 
focuses on critique, revealing power, and striving for freedom and 
emancipation. 

Building on these studies, unmaking as emancipation here has 
yet more implications for HCI and social justice. It helps us see that 
the HCI works mentioned above require dismantling boundaries 
that exclude users from engaging with sites of technology design 
[14, 140], taking down technologies that perpetuate capitalism [75], 
supporting confrontations through design and technology to dis-
integrate hegemonic inequalities [35], removing power relations 
within the human-computer interaction discourse [85], and seeking 
alternative systems by taking down what exists frst [115]. This lin-
guistic shift can lead to shifts in modalities of action and thinking, 
necessitating more work and workshops such as Strohmayer et 
al.’s [137] which tie social justice with unmaking. Fifth, unmak-
ing as emancipation has an implication for us to develop realistic 
expectations about the limitations of what we can do with our 
normative practices. For example, the Luddites initially sought to 
emancipate their craft from machines harming wages and textile 
outputs through non-violent means such as petitions and persua-
sion. They fnally resorted to machine breaking when other, less 
spectacular means had been exhausted. Given that many of HCI’s 
endeavours for emancipation and justice are making-based, then 
unmaking as emancipation will make us regularly ask, as others in 
climate change activism [93] and engineering pedagogy [9] have: 
what if we have to go beyond the making? After all, “Brave Ludd 
was to measures of violence unused / Till his suferings became so 
severe” [129]. When the Luddites’ initial eforts failed, and their 
conditions became dire, were there gradual, unmaking through 
making approaches available to improve their livelihoods? What 
does that limitation tell us about our capacity in HCI to support 
emancipation for social justice? 

Lastly, emancipation and social justice require some or many 
forms of material, rhetorical, and epistemic unmakings. In HCI 
that aspires for social justice, a timely implication of unmaking 
as emancipation is to make us see our role as unmakers on poten-
tially rocky, antagonistic, and uncharted journeys, where we have 
to look back at Luddism and other cases and ask what practical, 
symbolic, community-engaged, emancipatory, selective, and likely 
(or inevitably) antagonistic unmaking might mean for our feld, 
practice, and collaborations with communities and partners. While 
we do not suggest going as far as the "the work of destruction 
employed" mythical Ludd resorted to on machines and factories 
[129], we must know that "making" our way toward emancipation 
may not sufce. Sabotage is projected to proliferate further [94] 
just as realizations that desired social change based purely on “non-
violent struggle does a disservice to the reality of history" [83] 
are mounting into calls to resort to more destructive approaches 
(not directly aimed at human beings) [93]. If we acknowledge the 
necessity of constrained unmaking in some cases for emancipatory 
social change, while remembering that the machines and factories 
belonged to the industrialist owners not the Luddites, then an ethics 
of unmaking is in order given the ethical paradoxes likely to be 
involved. 

6 CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have shown how Luddism has sought an alterna-
tive workplace organization still imbued with technology, but with 
the wide frame knitting machines, steam-powered looms, shearing 
frames, and gig-mills taken down. We then drew on the example of 
Luddism to shed light on contemporary eforts in HCI to suggest 
unmaking as emancipation category for social justice. We showed 
that the goals and tactics of Luddism have signifcant alignments 
with current HCI work in these areas. Yet, Luddism as we argued 
goes beyond the existing unmaking praxes in HCI by leveraging 
unmaking that is not contingent on making or novelty imperatives, 
dealing with antagonistic and paradoxical dynamics, and embracing 
participatory and symbolic tactics for activating and pushing its 
goals. Finally, we refected on what Luddism reveals about some of 
the potential limits of HCI research and design practice, as currently 
construed, to contribute to emancipation and social justice goals. 
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